Peer work framework
Easy Read

This book tells you all about
• Peer work
• The way we do peer work at Mind
• The way we help peer workers at Mind
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Getting help when using this book
At the back of this book there is a Dictionary section.
It explains more fully what the words in blue in this book mean.
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About peer work
	A peer worker is a person who has their own
lived experience of mental ill health

Sometimes a peer worker is called a peer practitioner

A peer worker uses their lived experience in their work

A peer worker is paid to help clients
	

 peer worker has the right qualifications like all the
A
workers at Mind

For example
•

Certificate IV in Mental health peer work

•

Certificate IV in Mental health

•

A degree of certificate in Alcohol and other drugs

•

A degree in Social work
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The way we do peer work at Mind
Mind is a big organisation that helps people with mental ill
health in lots of different ways.
	
	We believe people with their own lived experience can be
a great help to others who have mental ill health.

Peer work is very important to us.
	
The way we do peer work at Mind is called our
Model of Peer Work.
We will now tell you about this model. You will find out:
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•

The things a peer worker knows

•

The things a peer worker values

•

The things a peer worker does

Model of peer work
The things a peer worker knows
You know about your own lived experience
•	You learn a lot through your own lived experience
of mental ill health and recovery
You know about the consumer movement
•	You know about the different ways people with lived
experience help each other.
•	You know the things that peer workers care about
because of their own lived experience
The things a peer worker values
Hope
•
•
•

You believe in recovery.
You know that things can get better.
You believe in being brave.

Mutuality
•
•
•

You believe everyone has something to offer.
You believe that all people are equal.
You believe we can all help each other.

Respect
•	You believe that all people have the same
human rights.
• You treat people with dignity and respect.
Integrity
•
•

You are honest and responsible.
You do what you say you will do.

Making a difference
• You care about this work.
• You work to help clients’ lives get better.
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The things a peer worker does
You do lots of the same things as all our workers
You do some things that are special for peer workers only
•

Share your lived experience in a safe way

•

Show that recovery is possible

•

Help clients believe that things will get better

•

Share some of the things that help you stay well

•

Use plain words – not jargon

•

Help create relationships that are equal

•	Make sure all workers are treating clients with dignity
and respect
•

Help clients speak up for themselves

The way we help peer workers at Mind
You will get training
You get the support of a senior lived experience advisor
You will have regular meetings with your manager
You can use resources set up for peer workers
	You meet every two months with other peer workers to
help each other
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Dictionary

lived experience	You have lived experience If you have a personal
experience of mental ill health and recovery.
For example
	You have had mental health problems and done things
to help your life get better
	You have had help from other people to help your life
get better
recovery	Personal recovery means that you are able to live a
meaningful life. It is individual to you.
For example
	What is important to you is likely to be different to what is
important to someone else.
You might find yoga great for your recovery.
Another person might find running great for their recovery.
consumer	You are a consumer if you use mental health services,
or have used them in the past.
For example
	You have been a patient in an acute psychiatric unit.
	You have a support worker from a mental health service.
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